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102 THE PERGAMENE FRIEZE. 

THE PERGAMENE FRIEZE. 

(Concluded from Vol. iv. p. 135.) 

IN the reconstruction of the Pergamene frieze from the 
fragments which have come to the Berlin Museum much 
progress has been recently made, and it is now possible to 
follow-in respect of some of the slabs-a tolerably clear order 
to which certain mechanical or external signs in the stones 
themselves would appear to point. And this is a clue more 
helpful than that which the affinity of style or the natural 
relations of the figures can afford. It is partly on such grounds 
as these that the slab on which Dionysos appears has been 
assigned to the south-east corner of the staircase, and it has 
been conjectured 1 that near to this, perhaps immediately on 
its right, was one on which was seen the form of a winged god 
whose left arm holds a shield, and whose right arm, wielding a 
sword, is swung over his head against a fallen antagonist. 

The giant has sunk on his knee, and is raising in supplication 
or defence his left arm that dimly appears through the shaggy 
fell that envelopes it. A right hand grasping a stone, the 
fragments of a knee just lifted from the ground, are placed 
beneath, and probably belong to him. The drapery of the god 
is arranged for dramatic effect, as the exomis leaves the right 
side bare, so that the action gains force and clearness of expres- 
sion. The composition can make no claim to originality, its 
forms are highly sculpturesque, and had long been a tradition 
of sculpture: a metope on the east front of the Parthenon 
(Michaelis, No. xiii.), on which a scene from the gigantomachy 
is represented, is the earliest source to which we can directly 
trace this motive. The grouping of the two figures is clear and 
simple; in a single detail, in the rendering of the sword-hilt 

SA more recent discovery makes this improbable. 
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THE PERGAMENE FRIEZE. 103 

of the god, -we can illustrate the leaning of the Pergamene 
school to the picturesque. However we are to name the god, 
his features are remarkable, for his wild hair, deep eye-sockets, 
and swollen forehead are the traits that properly belong to his 
antagonists, being here presented somewhat more faintly, but 
giving an impression very different from that of the impassive 
reserve of the Olympians. 

It is plain that we see here a god of the wilder elements, a 
god of the winds with wings lightly and beautifully wrought at 
his shoulders, who, though in some ways akin to the forces of 
the giant-world,' was by a necessity of the myth regarded as 
warring against the evil powers of his own domain. The fea- 
tures the wings and the warlike action speak decisively of 
Boreas who is seen also, according to the most probable inter- 
pretation, on the crater of Nikosthenes in the British Museum 
with wings attached to his side, combating with the gods against 
the giants. Once more the Pergamene sculptor is using 
inherited forms: for the type of Boreas had appeared on vases 
that belong or go back to the fifth century,2 had appeared on 
the bronze-relief brought from Rhodes, showing the capture of 
Oreithyia, a work of the Alexandrine period, but probably 
earlier than the altar-frieze; and the type survives in a later 
age, for instance, on a Roman sarcophagus,3 where two youths 
are seen at the corners personifying the winds. In stating the 
relation between the figure of Boreas and the other personages 
of the scene, we can find in mythology no certain clue to guide 
us, for he has no necessary and well-marked affinities with other 
deities: and as early probably as the sixth century he enjoyed 
an independent cult in various localities; in Arcadia, a land 
where the particular legend of the gigantomachy, together with 
a certain simple nature-worship had taken root, we hear of the 
sacred precincts and cult of Boreas near Megalopolis.4 Now a 

1 Such affinity may explain the re- 
presentation of Boreas on the chest of 
Cypselus as serpent-footed, for the ser- 
pent is the symbol of the powers of the 
nether world. Compare with this the 
vase from Palermo (Arch. Zeit. 1872, 
taf. 45), where a winged youth with 
sword in hand, following a maiden, 
appears to be Boreas; ride Lucian, Tim. 

54, T&s 0opps aYvarElYas, 'vravOwes 

A4Erwvo, abropoav. 
2 Jahn, Vasensammlung, No. 376; 

Gerhard, Auserlesene Vasenbilder, iii. 
152. 

3 Annali dell' Instituto, 1854, p1. 
8, 9. 

4 Paus. 8, 36, 6. 
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104 THE PERGAMENE FRIEZE. 

common store of myth brings Pergamon into contact with 
Arcadia. But it would be hazardous thus to decide whence 
originated the religious idea, if there was any, by which the 
Pergamene sculptor was moved who gave to Boreas this inde- 
pendent place in the representation. At his right we see the 
mutilated form of a goddess rushing towards the right on a giant 
whose back is shown us-whose neck seems bent forward, and 
arm uplifted to shield his head or in sign of submission. As 
the goddess presents no characteristic mark, she must remain 
unknown; we might suggest that she is Thyia, though the 
proof that Thyia is a wind - goddess' is by no means 
complete. 

There is far less doubt attaching to the character of the 
groups that are placed in the Museum in juxtaposition to the last. 
On each side of a corner we see deities combating with giants, of 
whom some are apparently powers of the water. The action, so 
far as it is preserved in this part of the monument, is broken up 
into four groups, one more manifold than another, but each 
with a certain completeness in itself. The fragments are suffi- 
cient to disclose the scene on the left of the corner. A goddess 
is brandishing a torch against a naked giant who is winged, but 
otherwise of human figure, and who is threatening her with his 
right arm. Beneath him is a fallen comrade, who in expression is 
one of the most remarkable in the whole brotherhood, for in the 
face which is sinking downward over his arm to the earth, there 
is some trace of the beauty of the more youthful type, and the 
features resemble those of him who has fallen before Athene 
-but the beauty is distorted and the countenance disfigured 
with the rage and hatred that is expressed very powerfully in 
the corners of the mouth, and in the swollen forehead and 
eyebrow.2 The serpent-Dature is not yet dead in him; as 
one coil is threatening an enemy on the left.3 

In the person of the giant who stands above him, slightly 
1 Vide Paus. x. vi. 4; Herod. 7, 

178; Preller, Grie-ch. Myth. 2, 150. 
2 Trendelenburg compares the head 

of the Ludovisi Medusa; the structure of 
the heads, the cast of features is to some 
extent the same, but the expression of 
the Ludovisi work is of an altogether 
different sentiment. 

3 Claudian's description (Gigantom. 
89) may have been borrowed from such 
a scene. 

Ille viro toto loriens, serpentibus 
imis 

Vivit adhuc stridore ferox et parte 
rebelli 

Victorem post fata petit. 
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THE PERGAMENE FRIEZE. 105 

retreating, but threatening his approaching enemy with a weapon 
(probably a stone) in his right hand, there are hints that speak 
of his nature; at the outer edge of his wings appears a prickly 
growth, and something of the same on his ears: two small horns 
rise above his forehead, and by these marks the sculptor has 
personified the force of water or the sea-storms. It has already 
been mentioned that such personifications can be illustrated by 
Tzetzes' list of names, and on many other monuments besides 1 
the Pergamene, the giants' forms or parts of their forms disclose 
the same thought; on a vase from Volci, now in the British 
Museum, the work of a time when the distinction between 
Typhon and the giants was disappearing, a fishy growth is seen 
on his snake-limbs. 

Whoever the goddess may be who is confronting him, 
the idea of the group is plainly the contest of natural forces: 
for the goddess herself is brandishing a torch, the natural weapon 
of Hekate and her company, and is therefore one of the powers 
of the nether world, who play a proper part in the myth as the 
beneficent deities of fertility. But is she one of the chief figures 
in this circle of divinities, or a subordinate minister only? Her 
form and her position in the frieze can partly decide. Her 
finely-shaped limbs are ample, and in her movement, as she 
sways the torch in her right hand, there is confident power but 
no violence. And in the expression of her face there is a 
striking reserve "and purity; her forehead is encircled with a 
stephane, and the hair falls from a knot luxuriantly upon her 
shoulders. The bracelet on her right wrist is one among many 
marks of the elaborate elegance of the work-an elegance which 
appears also in the soft rendering of the silken drapery. Her 
main garment is a single chiton that falls to her feet, its flowing 
lines are broken and its weight supported by a mantle that 
passes over her shoulders, and is bound round beneath her 
breasts for a girdle. The quality of the stuff is very distinctly 
shown in the delicate lines that appear within the main folds 
which the movement produces in the drapery. The treatment 
is dramatic, in accordance with the older tradition derived from 

1 M. d. I. v. 12, the figure of a 
snake-footed giant, with fins about his 
waist. Overbeck, Kunst-Mythologie, 
p. 395. Compare also a relief from the 

theatre of Catania. The later ideal of 
Triton recalls many features of the Per- 
gamene giants 
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106 THE PERGAMENE FRIEZE. 

the style of the fifth century, and at the same time naturalistic, 
in accordance with the style of the later Greek art. Throughout 
all parts of the frieze, we see in the rendering of the drapery 
these two principles combined. Nor is there anything very 
distinctive in its arrangement upon the person of the goddess 
in Group A; it is rather the richness and detail that is remark- 
able. Now the character of the face, the ornaments around the 
head and wrists, the torch which she carries, the rich drapery 1 
-all these are proper to Demeter or Proserpine, between 
whom the works of later art find difficulty in distinguishing. 
Either the mother or daughter may be represented by the figure 
which we are considering: 2 for if they were brought into the 
action at all, they must have been in the neighbourhood of 
Hekate and Artemis, to whom they are closely related in 
earlier, and still more in later mythology. Now the figure of 
Hekate is the centre of televen frieze-slabs which decorate this 
corner. Of the goddesses in her company one is unmistakably 
Artemis, and there are but two others that come into question 
-the one that we are considering (A), and her neighbour (B),3 
both placed on the left of the corner, in immediate vicinity to 
Hekate who is on the right. That these are not lesser goddesses 
subordinate to Hekate, the elaborateness of the work, the large 
treatment of their forms, their position on the frieze, would seem 
to testify. Might they be regarded as certain symbolical4 
figures proper to the lower world ? But not only are all the 
ordinary marks of such beings wanting here, but it would also 
be surprising if the less necessary and less dramatic personages 
were presented, and the great goddesses were absent from this 
company. 

By elimination we are brought to conclude that no other 
of the Olympians belong to this place but Demeter and 
Proserpine. 

" This would seem to be an essential 
mark both of the mother and daughter, 
except on some sarcophagi showing the 
rape of Proserpine, when her body is 
half uncovered. Vide Claudian's poeti- 
cal embellishments of Proserpine's 
dress.-Rapt. Pros. 41-54. 

2 Trendelenburg would see in -these 
two figures the Genetyllides, but we 
know very little of their characteristics, 

nor are his arguments very satisfactory. 
a The letters are those attached to 

the figures in the Bescreibung der per- 
gamenischen Bildwerke. 

4 Apollodorus (i. 6) mentions the 
Moerae among the combatants, and they 
may have -been seen on our frieze; but 
the goddess (A) who is armed with the 
torch, or (B) who is followed by the 
hound, cannot at least be one of them. 
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THE PERGAMENE FRIEZE. 107 

According to an opinion expressed by Stark,' the presence 
of Demeter in the combat is unknown, and because of her close 
connection with Gaea would be unsuitable. But this theory, 
however natural it may seem, is disproved almost conclusively 
by the instance of the Louvre amphora and its group of 
deities, among whom the goddess wielding a torch and sceptre, 
and crowned with vine-leaves, and wearing a stephane like 

figure A, can scarcely be other than Demeter.2 No doubt the 
identity of Demeter with the earth is an ancient conception, by 
which the myths that attach to her can be explained; and this 
conception is clearly expressed in Euripides,3 and carried still 
further by a late writer,4 who mentioned Ceres as the mother 
of the giants and as prompting them to rebellion. But as the 
mother of Persephone, as a goddess of the nether world, as 
Demeter Thesmophoros, whose cult was so closely fostered by 
the mysteries, she has become detached from Gaea, as Apollo 
has become detached from Helios, in spite of the common 
underlying idea. 

The character of Gaea is mainly physical, and she belongs 
to an older cycle of theology; the personality of Demeter 
is more vivid, the part she plays in the drama of mythology 
more distinct, and so close are her relations in legend and in 
cult with the rest of Olympians, that her participation in the 
action of the frieze is not surprising. The same objections that 
Stark urges might be urged against Hera, yet in some accounts 
and in some representations of the battle Hera appears. In 
fact, in face of the magnitude of the work and the multitude of 
the figures required, the Pergamene sculptors could not afford 
to forego any part of their material, and they might bring 
many personages into the scene, with whom the ordinary myth 
did not deal. 

If the suggestion that figure A is Demeter be correct, 
one may explain the absence of the veil as due to the necessities 
of the action, and that she confronts a giant of the sea may 
remind us of the tradition in Pausanias ' that connects Demeter 

1 Gigantomachie auf antiken reliefs. 
2 This is M. Ravaisson's explanation. 

Monuments grecs, 1875. 
3 Bacch. 27.5:-- 

r h 7rpwr' 'u &uOpC67rotLo, ALr671Jp Ofae, 

4 Myth. Vatic. i. fab. 2. The whole 
account is confused mythology. 

Paus. 8, 25, 42. 
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108 THE PERGAMENE FRIEZE. 

with Poseidon. It may further be asked, in what character is 
the goddess doing battle with the giants ? For at this stage in 
the development of the myth some moral or physical idea was 
probably present to the minds of the artists who treated it. As 
Thesmophoros, she might be maintaining the law and order of 
the Olympian regime, but her companionship with Hekate, the 
torch which she bears as her weapon and emblem, show her 
rather as one of the goddesses of the lower world, whose realm is 
endangered by the uprising of the giant powers of the sea. 
What special tradition of artistic forms the sculptor was here 
following is not easy to decide. The accepted ideal of Demeter 
is probably the creation of Praxiteles; but one cannot discover 
in the work before us any marks of Praxitelean style: the face 
in some of its forms is peculiar: its contour is full and large, 
the throat is comparatively short, and the lips are hardly so 
protruding as we see them in the heads of many other of the 
goddesses. 

On the next slab (B)1, a goddess who resembles in her ample 
drapery the former goddess is hurrying forward to give the 
death-stroke to a giant who has sunk helplessly before her. She 
appears to be clutching him by the hair, and to be wresting his 
whole body backwards in order to plunge her weapon into his 
breast. This would seem to be a sword, as the fragment of a 
female hand holding a sword-hilt seems to fit aptly to this 
place. Her foot is bearing down upon his thigh, and the action 
of the foot and the hand is a very common arrangement in 
earlier and later works,2 especially in representations of this 
subject. If there is reason for naming the goddess in figure A, 
Demeter, then the goddess who comes between her and Hekate 
can be none other than Persephone, whose relations with Hekate 
are so intimate. The mere appropriateness of arrangement 
could not tell us which of the two on slabs A and B is the 
daughter: but, assuming that the two goddesses were brought 
into this part of the frieze, I think that slab B, more probably 
than slab A contains the figure of Proserpine. For though 
little difference can be discerned in the size and fulness of the 
limbs, yet in the second figure there is less sedateness in the 

1 This is proved to be a corner slab 
by the .marks of the mechanical con- 
nection between B and C. 

2 It is seen on the peplos of the 
Dresden Pallas; the instances from 
coins are fairly numerous. 
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THE PERGAMENE FRIEZE. 109 

drapery, and more violence in the action than in the first; the 
mantle in large folds streams behind her, and her right shoulder 
and part of her right side and chest are left bare, this freer and 
looser system of drapery being often used to distinguish the 
daughter from the mother. Again she is assisted by the hound 
who is fastening upon the serpent limb of the giant: the hound 
is the animal sacred to Hekate, and thus more appropriate to 
Persephone, who may, so to speak, be regarded as her double, 
than to Demeter. Lastly, if, as seems almost certain, she is here 
armed with the sword, we can illustrate this once more from the 
vase of the Louvre, where the figure for whom the rich dress 
and vine-crown and vicinity to Demeter recommend the name 
of Persephone is wielding a sword against an enemy whom she 
is clutching by the hair and attacking so as to recall the 
action of the Pergamene goddess. If this then is Persephone, 
she is combating a giant who belongs to the same element as 
the enemy of Demeter. His lower limbs are best preserved, 
and on the serpent-limb which the hound is attacking, is seen 
a scaly growth which speaks of his origin from the sea. His 

upper parts are in a very fragmentary condition, but have been 

skilfully reconstructed.. And it can now be seen that his right 
arm is stretched forward so as to bring his right hand a little 
above his head, perhaps to show submission or to check the 
sword, while his left arm is stretched behind him, and endeavour- 
ing to thrust away the hound.1 The fragment of the head that is 

preserved with the hair and ear proves that his countenance was 
turned away from her. Between Group A and Group B there is 
a striking break in the continuity of the composition, as the 

goddesses turn their backs on each other and pass in opposite 
directions to the fight. Does such arrangement touch on the 
old traditioh of single combats ? This explanation would clash 
with the purpose of the whole frieze, in which by more or less 
subtle devices the single combat is joined with the whole. The 
intention is rather to connect in a striking and visible way the 
groups on each side of the corner, which are plainly connected 
in idea.2 Somewhere in this company must have appeared the 

x The ingenuity of this arrangement, 
which thus presents the greater part of 
his back en face, is noted by Tren- 
delenburg, Die Gigantomachie des per. 

gamenischen Altars, p. 65. 
2 The same principle of composition 

is seen on the Parthenon frieze. 
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110 THE PERGAMENE FRIEZE. 

figure of Asterie, the mother of Hekate, whose presence is 
attested by an inscription. But no surviving fragment gives us 
any clue, nor could we say precisely what the attributes are by 
which we could know Asterie, whose name proclaims her to be 
one of the powers of light, but who rarely, if ever, has been the 
theme of art. 

There is no group in the whole frieze which for mythologic 
interest and workmanship deserves more attention than Group 
C. The triple-shaped Hekate is here in dangerous conflict with 
one of the most striking of the giants. Her back is turned to 
the spectator, but her outside head as well as her middle head 
is seen in profile : of the farthest head only the back part is seen 
as though her third form were intended to be facing some other 
combatant. Each of her three right hands has its special weapon 
-the one holding a torch-the others a spear and a sword; of 
her left arms only two are seen, upon one is her shield, in the 
hand of the other is the hilt of the sheath. Facing her, and 
raising a rock over his head 1 against her, is a bearded giant 
whose serpent-thigh is seized by her hound, while the head of 
the reptile is clutching fiercely at the shield-rim. The dexterity 
is remarkable with which all the various elements are gathered 
into a concentrated whole-and the skill shown in the composi- 
tion is equalled by the skill in the details: the serpent's head 
is a masterpiece for the expression of animal rage, shown chiefly 
in the prominent eye, which gives to this and to many of the 
reptile heads on the frieze the distinctness of a separate type. 
Perhaps there is no group on the frieze which contains an idea 
so difficult to render as that which is the leading idea here; for 
the problem of showing on a frieze relief a three-bodied shape in 
clear outlines, and in free dramatic movement is almost hopeless. 
The figure of the triple Geryon 2 caused the same perplexity to 
the earlier vase-painters, who represented him at first as of 
three distinct forms, failing to give to them any unity more 
than a merely external one; the bodies act and are posed 
independently each of the other. In the more advanced art, 
we find him triple-formed only so far as the waist. But in such 
combinations the task of the painter was simpler than that of 

1 The lower arms are lost, but there 
are fragments of hands grasping a large 
stone, placed above his head, and very 

probably belonging to him. 
2 Vide Duc de Luynes, Descr. de 

Vases peintes, pl. 8. 
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THE PERGAMENE FRIEZE. 111 

the sculptor; and the sculptor himself was freer when the 
goddess was to be wrought for temple-worship, or as a motion- 
less object. In the triple image of Hekate by Alcamenes, who 
probably arranged the three forms back to back,1 there was 
nothing strikingly incongruous. 

But if one tries to conceive such an image in energetic 
movement and action, the incongruity becomes ludicrous. 
Yet after the time of Alcamenes, this type remained pre- 
dominant for Hekate, and was treated without difficulty, 
for the forms were generally given in repose. On the Vatican 
sarcophagus, which in many details is a copy of the Pergamene 
work, the goddess is of single shape, but the sculptor of the 
altar-frieze, in his love of variety or of accepted tradition, has 
failed to express his conception clearly. Are we to understand 
that there are here three whole bodies, the one shown allusively 
behind the other, or that the triplicity is partial only,2 three 
trunks with three pairs of arms being united at the waist? 
This latter treatment is possible enough, and certain epithets, 
and at least one work of art, would seem to suggest and 
illustrate it. 

More difficult and more important than the question of form 
is the question of the religious idea here embodied. It is not 
mere chance or the necessity of filling a large surface with a 
multitude of figures that has brought Hekate into the frieze. 
She is on occasions a goddess of battle, and in the description 
of the combat by Apollodorus she is mentioned-perhaps with 
design-in the same context as Dionysos. There is no proof 
that a special cult of Hekate existed in Pergamon,3 but coins 
and inscriptions prove her divinity to have been in high repute 
in Phrygia, Galatia, and Pamphylia : and she could hardly have 
been absent here from the company of the gods. In what aspect 

1 Paus. 2, 30, 2: Tpla 
lro•alo 

lrpoo-d6- 
/va &hhAxAots. These words might 
indeed describe three shapes, arranged 
as in Geryon front-wise; but the com- 
mon later tradition, and the significance 
of such figures at the three cross-roads, 
bears out the other interpretation. 

2 Overbeck, Geschichte d. griech. 
Plazt. ii. p. 236, adopts this view with- 
out question; but he is wrong in con- 

sidering this as an unique instance of 
such a rendering. Vide Gerhard, An- 
tike Bildwerke, cccvii. 34 and 36. 

3 In Arcadia, connected so closely 
with Pergamon in religion and legend, 
the worship of Despoina was supreme 
(Paus. 8, 37, 6); Koppen, Die dreige- 
staltete Heklate identifies Despoina with 
Hekate (page 6). 
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112 THE PERGAMENE FRIEZE. 

then is she shown us on the frieze ? Whatever character or 

power she possessed besides, her character as a deity of the 
nether world was naturally prominent at this time, and is 

expressed here though without undue emphasis, and without 
the terrifying traits with which conventional literary tradition 
had invested the figure.1 Her head has many features in 
common with the heads of the other goddesses, and the outlines 
of the face remind us of the goddess in group A; but the fore- 
head protruding in the centre, the forward fall of the hair, the 
earnest and fixed expression, and the solemnity given by the 
shadows into which the profiles are cast-these are marks 

peculiar and appropriate to the chthonian goddess. 
According to Welcker, in the later tradition, she is nothing 

more: the superstition, the ghostly legend, the magic rites that 
had become attached to her name, had obscured the earlier 
Hesiodic conception, of a Hekate all powerful on earth, sea, and 
in the sky, and beneficent to men in the various relations of 
life (Welcker, Griechische G6tterlehre, i. 567). But it is a question 
whether this idea, which was current at least as early as the 

early part of the sixth century, has disappeared so completely as 
Welcker supposes. Though her cult was perhaps at no age so 
extended or so supreme as in the passage of the Theogony it 
is represented to be, yet there are hints in the later tradition 
that Hekate continued to be, or came again to be something 
more than a goddess of the lower world. The hound and the 
torch which are her constant attributes belong to the moon- 
goddess: the former is the ?yaXlpa of 

EKcdT'• Iwo-~6po--and 
the torch is the 'spear. of the wayfaring Hekate '--r 2' 
'OXV'F7rov 7roXoio-a OEpet. In fact, both the literary tradition 
from Sophocles onward, as well as the art of the Alexandrine 
and later ages, is prone to combine the person of Hekate with 
Artemis, Selene, and Persephone. 

This is seen in the fragment of the Petor~dpot, in Ion (1049), 
where the chorus appeal to the Elvo&la Ovycd•'rp Ar't1-po, who 
appears identical here with Hekate and Selene; and the 

1 Generally speaking such traits are 
found more in literature than in art; 
on a vase from Ruvo (Bullet. Napol. 
1853, tav. 6), serpents are seen on her 
forehead. 

2 Sophocles, 'Pso-r•OdOL, fr. 490 ed. 
Nauck. In the Pergamene frieze, the 
hound by her side is not at all the 
xvovr63rs saKvAdXc) (Orph. Argon. 975) 
of the infernal goddess. 
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scholiast on Theocritus, 2, 12, describes Hekate as triple-formed, 
with golden sandals and white mantle, a poppy in her hands and 
kindled torches, and a calathos (the emblem of fruitfulness), on 
her head. Occasionally also the names of Artemis and Hekate 
are indifferently used,' and although little can be based on the 
authority of Scholia or Orphic hymns that reveal the intention 
of artificial unification, yet the testimony of the classical age, 
as we have seen, serves to show that there is no such gulf as 
Welcker supposes between the Hesiodic and the later idea of 
the goddess; her significance in literature, and the prevalence 
of her worship in Aegina, Sicily, Phrygia and Galatia, may be 
due to the influence of the mysteries, and to her close connection 
with Persephone. The titles in the inscription found on the 
basis of the Capitoline statue designate a being essentially the 
same as the Titan-born Hekate of the Theogony; and by a 
Gallic tribe of Galatia prayers were offered to her, as all- 

powerful, ir-rp avr&v Kat TCov Kap7rcov. In another respect too 
the later tradition harmonises with the Hesiodic account, in 
which Hekate is said to hold power on sea as on land. In the 

passage from the Ion above referred to, the Nereids are given 
her as companions, and the scholiast on Apollonius Rhodius, 
4. 826, speaks of her and Phorbas as the mother of Scylla.2 
Now the action in the Pergamene frieze is a curious illustration 
of this obscure affinity of Hekate with the element of the sea: 
the head of the giant whom she is attacking has been mistaken 
-it has already been remarked-for the head of Poseidon; and 
the forms of the face, and the expression, are such as to leave 
no doubt that the sculptor wished to represent a giant of the 
water, while he was able to omit the more special and conven- 
tional marks, because beings of this element were unmistakably 
presented on the neighbouring slabs. 

Throughout the whole frieze one may notice that the serpent- 
footed giants, whose forms symbolise their origin from some one 
of the elements, are generally armed with natural weapons only, 
the stone or the trunk, and not with the spear or sword. If we 
may assume that it is design and not caprice which has led 

1 Kal 
vPV'ApEr•UIS 

Kacae'TraL Kcal @uPAa 
Kal &asovXos Kal owaopdpos Kal xOovta. 
Schol. Theocr. 2. 12. 

2 The Despoina of Arcadia is the 
daughter of Poseidon and Demeter.-- 

H. S.-VOL. VI. 

Paus. 8, 37, 6. 
3 In another part of the frieze a sea 

deity is designedly opposed to a giant of 
the sea; another instance, which may ap- 
pear capricious, will be noticed later on. 

I 
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the sculptor to confront Hekate with this distinct group of 
antagonists, and to combine her with Artemis, Boreas, Demeter, 
and Persephone, we might say that some part of the Hesiodic 
idea, which perhaps had never been entirely lost, reappears in 
this Pergamene work. And surely the triple shape can only be 
explained in reference to this idea of a goddess whose divinity 
is of many elements. It may perhaps be believed that this 
shape which Alcamenes made the canonical type for art, was 
due merely to her position at the cross-roads, and the exigencies 
of such a situation; but it is certain that she had guarded 
the cross-roads long before such a shape had been assigned her, 
and it is incredible that Alcamenes, a pupil and master of 
the most ideal school, should have been influenced by such 
considerations in creating the type of a divinity. Another view 
has been adopted by Welcker on the authority of Cornutus and 
Cleomedes, that the triplicity symbolises the three phases of the 
moon-but such authority is not very trustworthy in questions 
of mythological symbolism; and the well-known bronze statuette 
of the Capitoline Museum has some attributes that do not 
belong at all to a moon-goddess. If we look at the other 
instances, where a single divinity appears with a multiplicity 
of, or duality of, parts, it is surely the right explanation which 
refers these to a double or manifold nature belonging to more 
than one sphere: this is certainly the explanation of the double- 
headed Zeus, of the Zeus Tpt~90aX-ov, and probably of the 
double-headed Boreas. 

So also in the Orphic hymn quoted by Eusebius,' the 
three forms of Hekate are regarded as signs of her power 
over three elements: 

-pwpt-roiXovu 
t-ev vo-8V4 ara rptuaac 

cepovoa. And in this instance the theory of the Orphic 
systematizer may accord with a genuine belief of the fifth 
century, B.C. It is possible of course that the tradition in the 
Theogony, lingering perhaps in obscure allusions, had faded, as 
Welcker and Bergk 2 suppose, from the general popular belief: 
but it may well have revived under the influence of the mys- 
teries, to which Stark ascribes the later prominence of the 
goddess, and which disclose a tendency to widen the sphere and 
nature of the beings of the Dionysiac circle. But the impulse 
seen in literature to unify the various figures in the religious 

1 
Praep. Ev. 4, 23. 2 Gr. Litteratur geschichte, i. p. 984. 
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belief, though it reacted on art, was checked by the artistic 
craving for a variety of types; and figures which are regarded 
as kindred or even identical remain distinct in sculpture. So 
that we find a triple-shaped Hekate by the side of Artemis and 
Persephone-and the tautology is natural. 

It is difficult to say how far the Pergamene work reproduced 
the style of earlier representations or influenced the later. For 
until the discovery of our frieze, the form of the triple-shaped 
Hekate existed only in statuettes, coins, and reliefs. It may at 
least be said with certainty, that the Pergamene sculptor has 
borrowed nothing from Alcamenes but the main conception 
which the latter had made traditional; for neither the disposition 
of the drapery,nor the youth of the forms,nor the rendering of the 
flesh, recalls the style of the Pheidian age.' And the motives of 
the figure are probably original, inasmuch as for the first time 
the goddess was presented in violent movement. We see her 
on the Vatican relief energetically engaged in the same scene 
brandishing two torches against a giant; but though the Per- 
gamene frieze has supplied many motives to the carver of the 
relief, the two works do not agree in the figure of Hekate; on 
the smaller monument, not only is she of single shape and 
veiled, but the forms are fuller, and the whole effect is less 
fantastic and more solemn. Under the Roman empire the cult 
of Hekate grew in importance; we are not able to ascribe to 
the Pergamene figure any direct influence upon later religious 
belief, but what is discerned in Graeco-Roman art is seen in 
this part of the frieze, a loss of the purer and clearer forms of 
sculpture. 

The next scene on the right (slab D), is the combat of Artemis, 
connected skilfully with the former, as the skirts of Hekate's 
dress are seized from behind by a serpent belonging to a giant 
who has already fallen before Artemis. The goddess, whose 
body is now almost restored by a skilful combination of the 
small fragments, is standing bow in hand above the dying and 
the dead; the bow is missing, but from the tension in the crooked 
fingers of the right hand, we see that the string was at full 
stretch. She is confronting a naked giant of perfect human 
shape, who is armed in Homeric fashion with helmet, shield, 

1 One might conjecture that the work of Scopas (Paus. 2, 22, 7) has influenced 
the Pergamene sculptor. 

12 
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and the spear which he levels against her. Perhaps in no other 

group of the frieze are the forms so sculpturesque, or of such high 
interest as these; for the shape and movement of the giant are 

conspicuous for symmetry, lithe strength, and freedom; and in 
the body of Artemis a rare delicacy and suppleness appear. 

It has been said that the action appears to be for the moment 
arrested, as though both were pausing in admiration of each 
other. If this motive, which the remarkable beauty of the giant 
may have suggested, were really intended here, the sculptor 
would have had in his mind the tradition of the enamoured 
Orion, who is, as it is thought, represented here facing the 
goddess. It is true that romantic episodes are frequently found 
in the later literary and artistic representations of the giganto- 
machy, and such a treatment of the subject might be expected in 
Alexandrine art. The cylix of Aristophanes shows us a young 
giant sinking down unarmed and unresisting before Artemis, and 
there is a pathetic, perhaps an amorous, expression in his face. 
On the Louvre amphora we see a child Eros seated on the horses 
of Ares and drawing a tiny bow. Such motives would appeal 
to later Roman art and literature; in the Greek fragment 
attributed to Claudian, the only weapons which Aphrodite brings 
to the contest are her smiles and other charms; and the spirit 
of the scene described by Themistius is the same, in which a 
giant is represented sinking before the first glance of Love. 
But in this respect the Pergamene work is superior to the pre- 
valent taste: for the action is serious throughout. I have failed 
to discover any trace of the suggested sentiment, or any hint 
of arrested movement in the goddess or in the young warrior, 
who seems on the alert for the contest, and in the middle of 
his stride. 

The fixed regard which each casts on the other serves 
only to heighten the impression of the momentous contest, 
and is a special mark of faces rendered in the Lysippean style 
The whole form of Orion-to accept this name for convenience1 
-recalls the style of Lysippus in the slimness of the proportions, 
in the naturalistic treatment of the flesh, the tension of the 
muscles, and especially in the comparatively small head and the 

1 There is no real reason for so 
calling him; the name of Orion is not 
found in any account of the gigan- 

tomachy, nor have the legends con. 
cerning him anything to do with this 
tradition. 
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clearly-marked cheek-bones. His limbs show a certain fineness 
of athletic training, and the only marks which he possesses of 
the type to which he belongs are the thick wavy hair, the rather 
deep eye-sockets, and the rather mobile features. Artemis 
appears in the character of a huntress, wearing a short woollen 
chiton which leaves the left shoulder bare, and is bound around 
her waist by a scarf that is drawn across the breast.1 On the 
vase of Ruvo her equipment is almost the same; on the cylix 
of Aristophanes and on the Louvre amphora, she is armed with 
the torch, the proper weapon of the Artemis Phosphorus, though 
at the same time she carries the bow on her shoulders, and her 

guise is on the whole that of the huntress. The result is that 
on both these latter works, her person is somewhat overloaded 
with attributes; on the Pergamene frieze her character is simply 
marked-and as she is opposed to an antagonist armed in the 

ordinary fashion of the hoplite, she also bears a weapon of 
real war. 

Her features are fresh and delicate, and do not conform so 
nearly to the Pergamene type, as those of the other goddesses: 
they have not the ordinary fulness, nor does the forehead pro- 
trude much in the middle above the eyes. The whole contour 
rather approaches the oval; the lines about the mouth remind 
us slightly of the treatment of Praxiteles. The hair is drawn 
back so as fully to reveal the face, and is bound up in a high 
knot behind; two small locks fall upon the forehead crescent- 
wise. Her presence on the frieze requires no comment or 
explanation, for before and after this date she is commonly found 
in representations of this myth, and we can see directly a close 
connection between this Pergamene figure and the Artemis on 
the Mattei relief, though in the later work her form has less 
movement, and her feet are more firmly set to bear the strain 
of the action. The three vases to which I have already referred, 
on which she is found, are considerably earlier than the altar; 
but in the literature or art of the fifth or sixth century, Artemis 
is rarely 2 or never assigned any share in the action, nor at any 
time is her presence prominent. But in kindred myths, such 

1 Claudian (Rapt. Proserp. 234) speak- 
ing of the 'geminus cinctus' of Diana, 
may refer to some such arrangement. 

2 Trendelenburg gives the name of 
Artemis to the figure called Hera by 
Heydemann on the vase from Alta- 
mura. 
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as the slaying of Tityos, and the death of the Aloades, and in 
one tradition of the Titanomachy, if we can accept the statement 
of Hyginus, fab. 150, she plays a leading part. Touching the 
question as to the school which created this type of Artemis 
little can be said. There is of course nothing original in the 
main design of the Pergamene figure; the action and pose of 
the goddess here is seen also in some representations of the 
death of the Niobids and of Tityos, and is so natural and obvious 
that it must have frequently occurred where she was shown in 
combat with an enemy. It is repeated with much resemblance 
even of details in the small bronze in Naples,' though there the 
arrow has left the string, and the action is nearly over. But 
there is no representation of the Gigantomachy which serves to 
illustrate the Pergamene Artemis: and it would be idle to try 
to find the prototype in a supposed group at Delphi of Athene, 
Apollo, and Artemis. It will be sufficient to say here that if 
the Artemis of Versailles is rightly regarded as a copy of the 
Delphic statue, then the Delphic statue was no model for the 
eyes of the Pergamene sculptor; for the Artemis of our frieze 
resembles the Louvre work only in the dress and in such 
characteristics of form and expression as belong to the nature 
of the goddess; they differ in the movement, in the aim of the 
representation, and in the workmanship. The influence of 
Lysippus is not to be supposed as present here, for he is not 
known to have done anything for the creation of the type of 
Artemis, it was Praxiteles who fixed the younger ideal of Leto, 
and the children of Leto. And even before his generation, 
Strongylion, the pupil of Myron, had carved a statue which 
represented the goddess-perhaps for the first time in sculpture 
-moving rapidly forward with hostile purpose. 

On slab D of the frieze between the figures of Artemis and 
the opposing giant, which give the limits of the scene, there is 
much interesting detail. With the right foot of the goddess 
upon his breast lies a fallen giant of human form, raising his 
left arm to his head in the manner of the dying Niobid at 
Munich; his hand wrought with exquisite softness and truth 
appears just beneath her foot, and the loosening fingers tell 
pathetically of the last moments of consciousness. And again 
by the feet of 'Orion,' and half-covered by his shield, is a 

1 Muiiller, D. d. a. K. 2, 158. 
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conquered giant, older than the other and serpent-footed, who 
may have been mortally wounded by the airows of Artemis, and 
whose neck is being mangled by the teeth of her hound. He 
has fallen sideways upon his left arm so as to front the spectator, 
while his right hand is raised over his head, and is convulsively 
tearing out the eye of the animal which torments him. There 
is more here than an interesting episode: for this is the giant 
whose serpent-head is attacking Hekate on the left, and we are 
able better to feel the connection between the different parts of 
the frieze. 

A concentration of interest on the central figures, the 
careful preservation of the continuity of the action,' repletion of 
details along the basement and in the background, are marks 
of Pergamene relief style, and clearly illustrated on these 
slabs. 

On the right of Artemis is another goddess whose weapon 
is the torch, and who therefore belongs to the family of deities 
that are grouped at one of the corners of the frieze. She is 
striding against an antagonist of whom no intelligible fragments 
remain, and as the form of the goddess herself is not perfectly 
preserved, it is hard to gain a clear conception of the manner of 
the contest. Her torch is aimed low, and it is probable that 
her enemy has sunk down before her. We might believe that 
she is none other than Leto, who-as I have mentioned-was 
present on the frieze, and who would be appropriately placed 
here; but fragments, of which a drawing has been sent to 
Berlin, have been found recently at Pergamon, showing a figure 
of a goddess who is said to be Leto and who is armed with 
a spear. 

The upper torso of a very slim goddess equipped with the 
bow, and girt round the waist with a scarf, may be supposed to 
belong to a nymph in the following of Artemis. 

There can be little doubt that the figure of Apollo appeared 
in the vicinity of this scene. But it has been suggested that 
immediately on the right of Artemis and her kindred goddesses 
another group found its place, composed of three combatants- 
a winged goddess, and a young god who is wrestling with a lion- 

1 Another principle is seen in the smaller reliefs discovered at Pergamon, which 
will be described later. 
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headed giant (Fig. 1). The only reason for believing that the 
two latter are to be placed near Apollo is the similarity 
of workmanship which suggests that the two groups are the 
work of the same hand. And on the back of the giant the 
doubtful fragments of a wing are seen which certainly does not 

spring from his shoulders, but which might naturally belong to 

FIG. 1. 

the goddess, whose head and upper body has been skilfully 
constructed out of eighteen pieces, and who would then be 

standing close behind him, and leaning forward to deliver a blow 
with a sword or spear. It is difficult to decide the personality 
of this winged figure. The face is large and oval-and the 

head shows faint traces of a diadem, but is too mutilated to 
afford a clue. It would be easy to name her Nike; we have 

already seen a winged Nike in attendance on Athene, and the 
broken torso of a female charioteer is probably part of another, 
whose charge was the chariot of Zeus. It is certainly not 
uncommon to find many Nikae in the same scene; but there 
is no precedent for the representation of one in active combat 
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by the side of Apollo. The winged goddess may of course be 
Iris, and her presence in this place would be explicable enough, 
if the god who is grasping the head of the giant in his arms, 
and whose naked form and skilful movements speak of the 
training of the palaestra, were Hermes: Iris, Hermes, and 
Apollo would be a natural combination. But there are 
other allegorical beings besides Nike that were brought into 
the frieze. 

Among the names of the gods which have been found in- 
scribed on fragments of the Cornice that of Themis occurs; and 
though we cannot recognise her in any of the fragments, there 
is no doubt that she was taking an active part in the combat. 
Now the presence in vehement action of a figure that has come 
in later belief, according to Welcker, merely to be an imper- 
sonation of an abstract moral idea is strange enough. Isolated 
examples may be quoted, but as a rule, figures such as 'ApeT-r, 
Alcqy, Ilo-rttv, are not used for dramatic purposes. A very 
remarkable exception may be quoted: on a fragment of a vase 
belonging probably to the fourth century,' a figure appears, which 
according to the inscription is IIat&ela, wielding a thyrsos in 
one of the battles of Dionysos, not improbably the Gigantomachy 
itself. But this sort of allegorical drama which recalls the con- 
test of Dike and Adikia on the chest of Cypselus is alien to the 
spirit of Greek sculpture, and it has yet to be shown that it is 
admitted in the Pergamene frieze. In fact the presence of 
Themis was appropriate in such a scene, because she was both 
in earlier and later belief a real agent, as personal as the 
Erinyes, and no mere moral abstraction such as Dike or Paideia. 
There seems no ground for separating so rigidly as Welcker 2 
would an earlier Themis, a Titan goddess of prophetic power 
identical with Ge and Demeter, of whom Aeschylus and Pindar 
knew, and the goddess of the moral order-the Themis of the 
later system. The progress in the conception seems rather to 
be this, that the moral idea which was combined with the 
physical in the Ge-Themis, becomes detached from the physical. 
Yet the later Themis remains real and personal, as the Titan- 
Themis from whom she is developed. She is mentioned among 
such goddesses as Dione, Rhea, and Amphitrite at the birth of 

1 Overbeck, Kunst-Mythologie, i. p. 
371. 

2 Welcker, Griech. GCtterlehre, i. p. 
326. 
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Apollo :1 and if it were true that she is present there as the 
primeval Titan-goddess, as Welcker, without any expressed 
reason, supposes, then, as the poet names her 'Ixvala2 the tracker 
of crime, the older and later conceptions meet. In short, an 
examination of the legends and cults in various parts of' Greece 
suggests that the more recent character of Themis was influenced 
by the recollection of the earlier myths.3 

Her appearance on the Pergamene frieze among the deities 
shows of course that her personality is entirely independent of 
that of Ge, else the inappropriateness would be glaring; but it 
corroborates the conclusion that she is a real existence, available 
for dramatic representation.4 Unfortunately there is nothing 
to determine her exact place in the frieze, and there are no 
intrinsic reasons that can decide. Prima, facie, she would be 
looked for near the group of' Zeus, but in tradition and cult she 
is as closely related to Apollo.5 And if she were really placed 
near Apollo on the frieze, a new suggestion might be offered in 
explanation of the fragmentary winged figure, referred to already 
as a possible Iris. We have seen and shall see how the Per- 

gamiene sculptors have been prone to surround a prominent 
deity with a group of kindred or subordinate beings, and we 
might thus suppose that the daughters of Themis, the Hours, 
were in her company. Then if the place of the winged goddess 
and the place of Themis have been rightly indicated as near 
Apollo, the former might be interpreted to be Eunomia,6 for the 
representation of one of the Hours as winged can be illustrated by 
one instance, and by the parallel of the winged figures that 
personify the divisions of the year. But much doubt attaches 
to all these hypotheses; we are certain of the presence of Themis 
-it is not unlikely that she was in the neighbourhood of Apollo, 
and it is perhaps probable that the mutilated winged figure was 

1 Hymn to Apollo, line 94. 
2 This word has more properly an 

ethical than a geographical reference; 
but vide Strabo, 435. 

3 Such combinations as Ge-Themis 
and Athene-Themis, found in inscrip- 
tions fromi the Athenian theatre, do not 
prove that O eeLs is a mere abstract 
epithet. Compare such composite 
figures as Zeus-Poseidon, Zeus-Dionly. 
SOS. 

4 Somewhat analogous is the part 
which the Moirae play in the action. 
Apollod. i. 6. 

5 Pausanias, 9, 22, 1, and 10, 5, 6. 
6 The letters ET have been preserved 

on a fragment giving the name of a 
deity; one of three suggestions will 
probably be accepted, viz. that the 
name is Eurynome, or Euterpe (for the 
Muses probably appeared on the frieze), 
or Eunomia. 
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close behind the lion-headed giant, and that these three were 
also near to Apollo, placed in fact immediately on his left. 

However we are to name them, the figures of the god and 
the giant (given on Plate N in Conze's Bericht) are of interest. 
At first sight one might be tempted to name the former 
Heracles, so exactly does this contest resemble his contest with 
the Nemean lion as represented on many vases and reliefs. But 
this is impossible, as there are signs of Heracles elsewhere, and 
the action here is quite unfitted to the part usually assigned 
him in the Gigantomachy.' The young god whose head and 
most of whose legs are missing, seems to have taken a firm 
stand, while his arms are clasped round the neck of his enemy. 
The latter is of monstrous and fantastic shape; though the 
lower part of his body is missing there are faint indications of 
serpent-legs, and his head and arms very closely resemble the 
head and forepaws of a lion. As Conze has remarked, the 
Milesian legend of the giant Leon,2 said-to have been conquered 
by Heracles, may have given the hint for such a representation 
which recalls some of the grotesque figures of Oriental art. The 
combination, however it may violate the spirit of Greek sculp- 
ture, is full of skill and subtlety. Though the expression in the 
features is purely animal, some traces of the human features yet 
remain. The nose and the eye are distorted certainly, but 
recognisably human, and the wild mane is so arranged that a 
lock falls over the forehead resembling human hair. Again, the 
nails with which he is lacerating the left arm of the god belong 
neither to a human hand nor to a lion's paw, but to a limb 
which resembles partly one, partly the other. We have the 
testimony of Pausanias 3 to the excellence of certain represen- 
tations of animals which he saw wrought in iron at Pergamon. 
But this fusion of the human and animal natures is rare, and 
is the one quality of the work which is original. I know of no 
instance of such a combination, except a small bronze at Vienna4 

I Traces of a long lock of hair appear 
on his back between the shoulders; a 
long-haired god will scarcely be Hermes, 
and certainly not Heracles. The Orien- 
tal character of the other figure in the 
group suggests that it belongs to the 
company of Cybele, and that the young 
god is akin to her. 

2 Are we to give this name to the 
curious lion-headed and winged figure 
found on a Cyzicene stater, of which a 
cast is in the British Museum? 

3 Paus. x. 18, 5: Oadearos obK •ha- 
Xtlr'ov KCal v Y ep-yd/up A ovwro's 're Kal 
cibs &ypiov e 

nipaXA. 4 Annali deli. Inst. xiii. p. 170, 260. 
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of later origin, showing the lion-headed Mithras-whose head 
seems closely to resemble that of the Pergamene giant in its 
admixture of human expression. We see in the group of 
Hekate the same skill in rendering animal forms, but this 
supplies us with no additional argument for placing group N in 
proximity to Apollo. There is a detail in the arrangement of 
these bodies which illustrates the special character of Pergamene 
work, the profusion of effect; the right hand or paw of the 
monster is burying its nails in the left arm of the god near his 
shoulder: the other paw, if as would be natural in such an 
attitude it had been lacerating the corresponding limb, would 
have been hidden from our sight by the body of the god. But 
in order to show as much of the action as was possible, the 
sculptor has brought the left arm of the giant obliquely across 
the body of his antagonist, and it is clutching with its claws his 
left thigh which is nearest to the spectator. Such an arrange- 
ment does not at first glance appear strained, but on reflection 
it strikes one as neither obvious nor natural; and the aim at 
fuller display of the figure is much more skilfully attained by 
the composition of the group on the coin of Heraclea: (Gardner, 
Types qf Greek Coins, v. 32.) But the execution is masterly; 
the marble becomes sensitive flesh yielding to the pressure, 
as it seemed to Pliny in a work exhibited at Pergamon by 
Cephissodotus, a pupil of Praxiteles.' 

For beauty of sculpture and for importance in the history 
of sculpture, the slabs on which the form and combat of 
Apollo are represented stand very high (Fig. 2); and the 
best traditions of the great schools are followed here. The 
archer-god, whose quiver is made fast by a band that passes 
round his shoulders and waist, stands above a fallen giant 
of human limbs who lies before his feet. On the right is 
another giant whose torso and fragments of the lower body are 
preserved, and who stands so that his back is facing the 

1 Pergami symplegma nobile digitis 
corpori verius quam marmori impressis. 
Pliny, 36, 24. 

It is interesting to compare the Per- 
gamene group with the bronze of He- 
racles and the lion; Furtwingler, 
Sabourof, ix. cxlviii. The type of the 
action is the same, but the head of 

Heracles is bent much further forward, 
and his body has more of the 'dis- 
torturm et elaboratum,' but the bronze 
shows a glaring defect in the position 
of the left arm of Heiacles,.which is 
avoided on the corresponding figure of 
the frieze. 
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spectator, and though the right arm is lost, the muscles of the 

right side and shoulder suggest that he is lifting the heavy 
weight of a rock against his enemy. By his left side are the 

fragments of a wild beast's fell, which his left arm was holding 
out in the usual fashion. He and Apollo are the chief figures 

c-i 

of a scene which is far less profusely crowded than is usual 
in the frieze; for the space between the two combatants is 

comparatively wide, and would admit a minor episode such as 
the combat of an eagle and serpent. But enough is preserved 
to show us that the upper part of the frieze was not thus filled, 
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and could have displayed nothing but the fell of the giant and 
the bow of Apollo. The middle and lower parts of the field 
were relieved by the himation that falls from the latter's out- 
stretched arm, and covers the background like a curtain.' In 
fact there are fewer picturesque elements in this group than 
in most others, and a very high effect is achieved within the 
proper style of sculpture. 

As the figure of the so-called Orion is distinct among the 
giants, Apollo is distinct among the gods, and nowhere else in 
the frieze can be found proportions so ideal, or such fineness of 
execution, or such lightness and studied balance in the attitude. 
The whole form is instinct with life and with the assured con- 
sciousness of victory, and the impression of slim and elastic 
strength is given in accord with the Lysippean method, by the 
soft and fluent treatment of the muscles, which are never massed 
together, but pass from the one course over into the other with 
facile gradations. 

The best traditions of an older style have guided the sculptor 
in choosing the action which the forms were to express. This 
has been misinterpreted by Dr. Furtwingler,2 who considers that 
Apollo is marching to the left. On the contrary, there is a 
momentary pause, as the muscular tension in the legs shows 
that they are firmly planted on the ground; otherwise the quiet 
downward sweep of the drapery, possible and effective when 
the movement is for the moment arrested, as we see in one of 
the Lapith combats of the Parthenon's metopes, and on the 
metope of the Theseum, would be altogether inappropriate. 
Apollo is not at this moment discharging the arrow; if so, the 
shot would have been ineffective, for his enemy is erect and as 
yet unconquered; but we see the instant preceding the dis- 
charge when the right arm is being lightly lifted towards the 
quiver which appears behind his neck. A small fragment of 
the biceps of this arm has been recently fitted on, and as it is 
not perceptibly rounded, the movement can only be just 
beginning, and the fingers are not yet closing on the arrow as 
in the representation on the vase of the British Museum which 

1 On the frieze of the Theseum we 
see this motive effectively employed for 
the figure of the so-called Theseus, and 
the Pallantid that hurls the stone 

against him recalls the figure of the 
giant that confronts Apollo. 

2 Arch. Zeit. 1882, 3, p. 251, note. 
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shows Apollo rescuing Leto from Tityos.1 But the intention is 
still the same; the chief action is not given, but the eager pre- 
paration, and by this happy choice of motive the scene gains in 
dramatic fulness, and the highest effect of sculpture is secured, 
the effect of collectedness. The sculptor then has followed the 
older generation in his adherence to this principle; has he also 
borrowed from some earlier work the details of the action, and 
the special rendering of the forms ? 

There is certainly no known representation of the Giganto- 
machy in which we can find the original, or any hint of the 

original of the Pergamene figure. His form scarcely occurs in 
the earliest vase-paintings that deal with the myth; and on the 
vases of the 2 second period his weapon is not the bow, but the 
sword, though he sometimes bears the quiver on his shoulders 
as an emblem. Even on the amphora of the Louvre, which 

belongs to the third period, and which shows an excessive pro- 
flsion of detail, he fights with the torch, though he holds the 
bow in his left hand. In fact, neither these nor any existing 
works present us with the original of which we are in quest. 
That the Pergamene Apollo is itself a derived work we may 
assume, first because of its affinity with contemporary or nearly 
contemporary works, and again because there is no known type 
of a purely Hellenic deity which can be ascribed to the creative- 
ness of the second century. Its connection with the Belvedere 
and Stroganoff Apollos has been much noticed,3 and by 
Furtwangler perhaps exaggerated. 

The points of agreement between the Belvedere and Pergamene 
works are such as these: the outstretched left arm, which is less 
rigid in the former, the garment which hangs down from it, the 
quiver-belt around the chest, and the slight leftward inclination 
of the body. But the motion of the right arm is very different, 
the legs of the Apollo on the frieze are far more firmly placed, 
and the poise of the head-of which a faint print remains on 
the back of the frieze-seems much simpler and more direct, 
showing, or rather suggesting, none of the elegant curvature 

1 Published by Lenormant, Elite 
Ceram., vol. 2, pl. lv. Very similar is 
the action of Apollo on the relief from 
Termessus (of late date, Arch. Zeit. 
1881, p. 158). 

2 E.g. on the vase from Altamura, 
published by Heydemann. 

3 Vide Overbeck, Geschichte d. griech. 
Plastik. 2, p. 237; Conze, Die Ergebnisse 
d. Ausgrabungen... 1880, p. 61; Furt- 
wiingler, Arch. Zeit. 1882, p. 251. 
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which is essential to the main effect of the Belvedere Apollo. 
And the difference in the treatment of the flesh is too obvious 
to need much comment: the surface of the body is made warm, 
fresh, and articulate by the Pergamene sculptor: while the chief 
fault of the Vatican work is the uninteresting inarticulate 
surface. We cannot compare them in respect of the countenance 
and expression, because only a small fragment of the Pergamene 
head has been preserved: but a certain number of heads of 
deities belonging to the frieze and to separate works have been 
discovered at Pergamon, sufficient to establish a certain distinct 
type which will afterwards be described, and to which the 
Belvedere head, with its mobile Alexandrine cast of features, its 
sudden depression from the cheeks to the centre, does not at all 
closely conform. It is probable that the head of the Pergamene 
Apollo reproduced the main features which Kekule 1 has illus- 
trated from a series of coins that may go back to the beginning 
of the fifth century; but its expression may yet have remained 
native and distinct. 

But if we suppose that the Pergamene and Vatican statues 
with the kindred Stroganoff bronze are free replicas of some 
common original, no one has been successful in discovering 
where or when or under what circumstances this was created. 
A suggestion made by Preller has been laboriously worked up 
by Overbeck 2 into the theory that the Belvedere Apollo (regarded 
as closely related to the Pergamene), the Artemis of Versailles, 
the Capitoline Athene, are copies of a group of the three deities 
dedicated at Delphi by the Aetolians after the great repulse of 
the Gauls from the temple, that Apollo was represented as the 
shaker of the aegis, and that the group itself was no original 
conception, but derived from a supposed group produced in the 
fifth century, and commemorating at Delphi the similar repulse 
of the Persians. But this argument is a valueless accumulation 
of hypotheses; we do not know that the figures seen by Pau- 
sanias at Delphi formed a group engaged in a common action at 
all: indeed his words suggest a number of single 3 and separate 
statues: still less do we know the significance or motive of these 

1 Kekule, Apollo-k6pfe, Arch. Zeit. 
1878, p. 7; vide silver coin from Epi- 
dauros, Arch. Zeit. 1869, taf. 23, 8. 

2 Gesch. d. griech. Plast. 2, 320-328. 

3 Paus. x. 15, 2: rpar7ryol 6 ot 

AlaCwol Kal AprTLsBos, Tb 86 Avaps, 

50o "e 
'Aro'AxrAAwvos &ytdAaira 

•arT•, 
AirmAcihv. 
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figures-and we are not certain that the Belvedere Apollo is 
shaking the aegis, and the supposed original group of the fifth 
century is a pure figment. It is a theory at least as plausible 
that the representation at Delphi of Apollo and Artemis dis- 
charging their arrows at Tityos, the violator of Latona, and 
himself an earth-born giant, suggested or reproduced the type 
of the Apollo Gigantophonos; and certain points of resemblance 
have been noticed between the figure on the fifth-century vase, 
published by Lenormant, and the Pergamene Apollo. If indeed 
there had been a group of statues at Delphi clearly presenting 
the deities in the act of warding off the Gauls, it is probable 
that this would have supplied some motives for the Pergamene 
frieze, for the event commemorated was very similar in both 
cases, and we have seen that the giants were the mythic counter- 
part of the Gauls. Positive evidence is wanting; but there is 
this negative evidence against the supposed derivation of certain 
Pergamene figures from the work at Delphi. The Athene on 
the frieze could have borne no likeness to the Athene which 
Pausanias saw in the temple, as the pose and action would be 
quite unsuitable for a single statue, or for a statue in such a 
group as Overbeck conceives. 

Leaving the question of origins, we may ask whether the 
fragments of the Pergamene Apollo serve to clear up the diffi- 
culties concerning the Belvedere and Stroganoff works, with 
which we may admit its affinity. The main questions touching 
the Belvedere, its correct restoration and its dramatic meaning, 
will still remain undecided. The discovery at Pergamon does 
not even increase the probability that Apollo Belvedere is 
combating the giants or the Gauls; for replicas of the same 
original might be used for the purposes of very different 
representations. 

But the question whether the thing held in his hand is an 
aegis or a bow is now on a slightly altered footing. As long as 
the Stroganoff bronze was the only work which could supply a 
parallel, and no doubt existed that the fragment in its left 
hand was part of an aegis, it seemed natural to describe Apollo 
Belvedere as AliyoXOg. But if we allow that the Stroganoff 
Apollo holds the aegis, yet the value of the illustration is lost ; for 
it is met by the counter-illustration from Pergamon of an Apollo 
admitted to be of kindred work and conception who holds out 

H.S.-VOL. VI. K 
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the bow. Of course no other argument would avail at all, if 
the attribute of the bow were unsuitable to the Belvedere statue, 
if, as has been said, its pose did not conform to the action of the 
archer. But this is surely not the case: the actual discharge of 
the arrow, or the fitting of the arrow to the string, could not be 
the motive of the figure, but the movement of the limbs, the pose 
of both arms, the eyes fixed upon the distance, might suggest 
that the arrow has just been sent, and that the muscles are just 
relaxing from the tension of the effort, and that, though the 
change has begun, the limbs still preserve something of the 
forms into which the action of the instant preceding had set 
them. If he is holding the aegis, the outstretched fingers of 
the left hand, the quiver belt round his chest, the direction of 
the eyes, have much less appropriateness and meaning. 

At present the task of rearrangement deals rather with proba- 
bilities than proofs. It is probable that Apollo was not far from 
the chief Olympians; and it is a reasonable conjecture that in the 
centre of one of the fronts were seen the groups of Athene 
and Zeus already described. As these deities are the leaders 
in the action, a conspicuous place must have been assigned to 
them, and this could not have been the centres of the small 
facades on each side of the staircase. For a fragment which 
has fortunately been discovered proves clearly that the two scenes 
are continuous, and that the figure of Athene was seen on the 
right of Zeus, separated by only a small interval from him. The 
fragment is part of the slab which completes the group of Athene 
on the left, on which we can discern the mutilated upper parts 
of the giant's body who lies below Typhon. Above is preserved a 
small portion of Athene's serpent and a fragment of Typhon's 
wing, and on the extreme left of the recently found slab appear 
remains of a serpent's body which exactly fit the broken surfaces 
of the serpent-limb which belongs to the giant who confronts 
Zeus. 

Near the centre of this front came in all probability the four- 
horsed chariot which a winged Nike was driving over a heap of 
the slain; and the figure of Hera, who though never a personage 
conspicuous in the action was almost indispensable for the Per- 
gamene artists, must have been placed in this part of the frieze. 

She is found on the amphora of Caere, clothed in a long 
chiton, and grasping her enemy by the shoulder while she strikcs 
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with her sword. She is found on the cylix of Aristophanes, 
which in conception and style comes near to the Pergamene 
work, and her form has there the softness and elegance of the 
later type. The stephane rises above her forehead, her veil falls 
down behind her head, but this time her weapon is the spear 
which she levels at the fallen Rhoetus whose uplifted arm she 
clutches. This type may have become fixed for the armed and 
combating Hera, 1 but it does not enable us to discover the 
goddess in any of the Pergamene figures; for the action of 
grasping the arm or shoulder of the enemy is too natural and 
common to serve as a clue. 2 It is probable that the Hera of 
our frieze did not differ essentially from the goddess represented 
on the cylix. 

Near to the group of the more prominent Olympian deities 
we should expect to find Ares. He cannot be identified in any 
of the combatants, but a fragment which has been found with 
his name upon it proves his presence on the frieze, and shows 
also that he was placed on the left of one of the corners. As 
he had appeared very frequently both in earlier and later 
representations of this action, the Pergamene sculptor was 
under no necessity of creating any new type for the sake of 
his theme. 

But Ares himself seems to have been one of a group of re- 
lated deities ; for among the inscriptions are found the names of 
Enyo and Aphrodite. Both goddesses must have been seen 
near Ares; but the only artistic record of Enyo 3 that has been 
preserved does not help us to discover her with certainty in any 
of the existing figures. Neither in Homer nor in other source of 
religious legend does she possess any independent existence or 
cult, nor is she employed by poetry or art as a dramatic agent. 
But it is not surprising that her figure should have been used by 
the sculptors of the frieze whose task demanded a multitude of 

1 On the fifth-century vase, published 
by Heydemann, Hera, according to his 
explanation, is seen fighting with the 
spindle. The same figure is explained 
by Trendelenburg as Artemis with the 
plectron. 

2 One might conjecture that the 
figure from the Gigantomachy of the 
frieze of Priene, whose left arm seizes 
her antagonist's head, is Hera (Over- 

beck, Gesch. d. griech. Plast. vol. ii. 
p. 102, fig. b. 

3 She is found in coins of Bruttii 
hurrying forward in long chiton, with 
helmet on head, and holding shield in 
both hands. The conjecture that the 
sons of Praxiteles who carved a statue 
of Enyo fixed for sculpture the type of 
the goddess has some plausibility. 

K2 
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deities, and whose age was not offended if beings who had little 
hold on the popular mythology were brought into action. 

The place of Aphrodite on the frieze is easy to fix, though 
there are not many works to which we can appeal for direct 
illustration. She could not have been far from Ares; as she 
is placed by his side in the only other representation of the 
Gigantomachy in which she occurs, namely, in the painting 
on the Louvre amphora, where she is guiding the chariot of 
the god. 

It has been thought by many that the goddess under P 
(according to the enumeration in the Beschreibung der 
pergamenischen Bildwerke) can be recognised as Aphrodite. 
But the only reason for this belief is the beauty of the light 
and half-transparent drapery; and that this figure is pioved by 
the marks of the joining of the stones to be the corner slab on 
left of the north-east corner is a fatal objection, because the stone 
on which the name Aphrodite is inscribed is no corner-stone. It 
is a misfortune that the Aphrodite of the Pergamene frieze has 
been lost, for it would have been interesting to have compared 
her form with the Melian statue, and to have seen if the 
Pergamene school had done anything for the creation of the 
type of the Venus Victrix. 

It is noteworthy that the participation of Aphrodite in the 
action dates from the Alexandrine era. It was as unsuitable' 
to the spirit of earlier tradition, as it was suitable to the Alex- 
andrine treatment of tradition, and later poetry, as well as later 
art, gave as has been seen, an erotic colour to certain passages of 
the myth. But considering the epic dignity preserved in nearly 
all the representations on this frieze, we should expect to find 
the action of Aphrodite free of any erotic sentiments, and the 
type of the armed Aphrodite had long been known to temple- 
worship (e.g. Paus. 3, 15, 10). 

There is still another goddess who must have been placed 
near this group, for the evidence of inscriptions again supplies 
the gaps on the monument and proves the presence of Dione. 
The Pergamene sculptor would hardly have placed her in the 
vicinity of Zeus, for it is only the Dodonean cult that maintains 

1 The myth of the destruction of the 
giants at Phanagoria (Strabo, 495) 
through the guile of Aphrodite, if an 

early local legend, is possibly non. 
Hellenic. 
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her close relation with him. Whatever may have been the 

original conception of her as Titan-goddess akin to Ge, she is of 
importance in later times merely as the mother of Aphrodite. 1 
Once more we are left to conjecture to discover the form under 
which she appeared on the frieze; she cannot be the thinly-robed 
and youthful goddess on slab F, for we must expect more august 
drapery and more matronly forms. Scarcely known in sculpture, 
she is clearly defined in the numismatic record alone. It is 
possible that the ample and austerely clad figure in the Parthenon 
west pediment on whose lap Aphrodite is sitting is Dione, re- 

presented by Pheidias's school, if we may trust Carrey's drawing, 
as without the veil which she always wears on the coins of Epirus 
and Thessaly.2 On these she appears sometimes by the side of 
Zeus, sometimes alone, always veiled and wearing at times the 
polos and the crown of laurel or oak-leaves. Her face has 

something of the features and expression of Ceres, to whom 
her personality is rather akin. As these coins belong to the be- 

ginning of the second or end of the third century, it is probable 
that the Dione at Pergamon was not materially different from 
the type of these. 

The row of figures immediately on the right of the north-east 
corner are preserved, if it is certain that here was seen the 

goddess on slab F whose chiton is transparent enough to reveal 
the beauty of her limbs, and who is treading with her left foot 
on the face of a fallen giant. On her left arm is a shield, and 
near it are traces which seem to indicate the butt-end of a spear 
which she will then be holding in her left hand as a weapon in 
reserve. Her head, and most of her right arm and the lower 
part of her right leg are gone, but enough remains of the 
whole figure to show the nature of the action. Her enemy, 
who is youthful, and as he bears a shield is probably of human 
form throughout, has fallen hopelessly before her, in such a 
way as to suggest that a few instants previously he was fleeing 
before her and that she had dragged him back by the hair. 
She is now bending forward, and her whole force is directed 

1 Theocritus, 17, 36. Hyginus, ed. 
Schmidt, p. 12. 

2 B. AM Cat. Greek Coins, Epirus, pl. 
17. 5, 12; pl. 18, 1V The vase pub- 

lished by Welcker, Alte Denkmiiler, 3, 
p. 136, does not serve as an analogy. 
Dione is there in the cortage of Bacchus, 
and wears a vine-crown. 
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downwards, as though she were about to give him the coup de 
grace with the sword, which though not seen we may believe to 
be her weapon, because of the sword-belt round her breast and 
the sheath that hangs at her side. 

We may perhaps regard her as a goddess subordinate to 
Aphrodite, if the latter actually appeared on the left of the 
corner. The head of the young giant whom she has overthrown 
is wrought with sharp lines and smooth surfaces, and the ex- 
pression is concentrated in the middle of the face about the 
mouth and in the lines of the forehead where the pain is 
shown. 

As for the pose of the figures, it seems to be an invention 
either of the Pergamene school itself or of the later Alexandrine 
era, and testifies to the effort of the sculptor to win a strong 
effect of pathos; it is not employed elsewhere in the frieze. 

Pathos is also the intention of another trait in the same 
scene. Beneath the first giant is seen another, who is lying 
with his head resting on his arms and his face buried in the 
earth, so that nothing more of him is visible than the back part 
of his head, his arms and shoulders, and the matted hair 
streaming downwards. The attitude betokens the shame of 
defeat, the quiet of death amidst the tumult, and is found in 
another place of the frieze where the winged horses of Zeus are 
represented, and beneath the chariot an armed giant is lying 
prone. 

But the motive-a prostrate combatant with the head sunk 
and the hair falling over-was a tradition of frieze-sculpture 
both early and late, and seems proper to a wild type; thus we see 
it in a representation of a dead Centaur on the Phigaleian frieze 
and of another on a Roman sarcophagus.' 

Few parts of the frieze are more intentionally pathetic than 
these picturesque details which show the ruin and confusion of 
the battle-field; and it is with these that the lower part of the 
ground is chiefly filled. We have here a principle of frieze- 
composition which had never been so conspicuous before; for 
while the tendency of the larger relief-works belonging to the 
fifth and fourth century, where a multitude of figures is given, 
is to concentrate the interest rather on the centre of the slab, the 

1 Mon. inediti dell. Inst. 1854, p1. xix. 
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base of the Pergamene frieze is filled up with so rich a store 
of accessory themes that it appears as a decorated architectural 

support of the upper parts. This principle is still further 
carried out in the Roman sarcophagus reliefs. 

On the next connected slab (G) a goddess is again in combat, 
but here the victory is by no means certain. A youthful winged 
giant with serpent's feet is dangerously threatening her with a 
stone which he appears to be raising in his right hand, though 
only fragments of his arms remain; and by the manner in which 
he faces his antagonist we are reminded of the giant confronting 
Hekate. The goddess is turning partially in the opposite direction, 
and at first sight her movement recalls the movement of Athene, 
but is due to an altogether different reason, for she is not merely 
drawing her body back for the blow, but we see something of 
fear displayed in the retreating motion of the left limbs. Her 
right hand is lost, but from signs that remain it is judged that 
she must have been holding a weapon across her breast, ready 
for defence or for a stroke. Neither her position on the frieze 
nor her form tell us anything of her personality; but at most 
the suggestion may be made that it is a subordinate goddess 
whose action has not the boldness or promise of victory which 
suits the action of the deities. The wild nature and animal 
characteristics of her opponent are combined with a youthful 
beauty of countenance, of which the features belong on the 
whole to the first type, but yet produce a new effect on account 
of the short flattened chin, the sharply-marked cheek-bones, and 
bow-shaped curve of the lips. The expression is of determination 
rather than rage. 

At the top of the frieze on-the left is a combat between his 
serpent-limb and an eagle, the arrangement being the same 
almost by necessity as a similar combat in the group of Zeus. 
We may take this example to show that a mere correspondence in 
motive is no sufficient criterion for asserting correspondence in 
position. 

The composition of the next group (II) shows nothing original. 
A giant of human form has fallen before his foe, and while sup- 
porting himself on his left knee is raising his right arm against 
the god who has thrown him down. The main outlines of the 
action have become almost stereotyped in reliefs of battle-scenes, 
and may be seen at least three times in the Pergamene altar. 
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The god who is here in combat is apparently youthful and long- 
haired and almost naked, wearing nothing but a chlamys that 
flutters behind him. On his left arm is a round shield and in his 
right hand probably a spear, which he draws back for a thrust. 
The question how to name him will be discussed in connection 
with the next scene. 

The composition of group I has more originality. A giant 
has raised a young god off the ground, and has encircled his 
chest with both arms, at the same time fastening his teeth into 
his left arm, while the serpent-limbs are entangling his lower 
parts, and the serpent's head towering on high threatens him from 
above. The god is making a furious effort to free himself, his left 
foot is pressed hard upon the serpent's thigh, but his other foot can 
find no hold on the slippery coils, and he has no weapon free for 
offence except the right arm that is levelling a blow at the 
giant's head with a weapon which is shown by the pose of the 
mutilated hand to be a spear. What is most striking in the 
whole is the skill with which the different parts of the two com- 
batants are welded together, the involution of the human and 
animal limbs. The gigantic hands that meet and are interlaced 
under the breast of the god look like the seal of a heavy chain, 
and the giant's head, which belongs to the most ferocious type 
of these, is so placed as to coincide compactly with the small 
shield and left arm of the god that appears over it. 

The group of Heracles and Antaeus in Milton house, which 
recalls and yet essentially differs from this group, has been already 
mentioned; and no one would see Heracles in the god on this 
slab. He has been regarded as one of the Cabiri, only because 
no other but a subordinate deity could be represented as so 
hard pressed. But as other subordinate deities might be men- 
tioned the weakness of such reasoning is plain, and the theory 
is confronted by the probability that the Cabiri, if present on 
the frieze, were in the vicinity of Cybele, and that her place 
was on the right of one of the corners, and was therefore re- 
moved from the position of group I. 

We come somewhat nearer to the interpretation of the 
figures when we see that the god who is entangled by the 
serpent-limbs and he who is striking down the giant on the 
left are of kindred nature. Both are naked, both carry the 
shield and probably the spear. Such accoutrements and the 
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long hair' of the one that is still visible behind his neck suggest 
the belief that these are the Dioscuri. And it is not surprising 
that the contest of one of the Dioscuri should be more doubtful 
and desperate than the contest of the Olympians. 

It is true that there is no literary record of their presence in 
the Gigantomachy, but the Louvre amphora, with its rich 
illustration of the myth, supplies monumental testimony; the 
two riders who there appear fighting with spears can be none 
other than the Twin Brethren; and they appear there as deities, 
just as on the Pergamene frieze, if these Pergamene figures 
are they, they are given as deities. 

A new and remarkable illustration, or partial illustration of 
the myth is given by the vessel found at Tanagra (see next page) 
and published in the Ephemeris Archaiologike ; 2 its painting, 
according to M. Tsounta, who describes it, has no mythological 
meaning at all. But when we compare the action and move- 
ment of the figures with those of the combatants on the 
Louvre amphora and the crater of Ruvo, there can be little 
doubt that here also is a Gigantomachy; that the mounted youth 3 

on the left wearing the Thessalian hat and the long chlamys, and 
striking downwards at his enemy with his spear, is one of the 
Dioscuri, and that the other is the warrior on the right who 
fights on foot, armed with the shield and spear, wearing a 
cone-shaped bat, and a flowing chlamys around his arm. The 
deity between them is almost certainly Ares. The character 
of their antagonists is attested by the wild beasts' skins which 
some of them carry4 Now the likeness is striking between 
that one of the Dioscuri who is seen here on the right and the 
Pergamene god under H; the weapons being the same and the 
flowing chlamys being common to both. If I have rightly 
interpreted the Tanagrean work, it supports the conjecture that 
the figures now in question of the Pergamene frieze are the 
Dioscuri, and as the painters of the Louvre amphora and the 
Tanagrean vessel place them near to Ares, so if we admit the 

I Cf. the representation of the twin- 
brethren on the sarcophagus of the 
Lateran Die antike Bildwcrke des later. 
Museums, Benndorf u. Schbne, 250. 

2 Year 1883, p. 196. 
s The resemblance of this figure to 

one of the Dioscuri on the Louvre 

amphora is most striking and almost 
conclusive. 

4 They cannot be barbarian warriors, 
for they carry Hellenic arms, and the 
figures of some of the giants on the 
Ruvo vase strangely recall these. 
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conjecture, it is probable, according to the arrangement mentioned 
above, that the sculptors of the frieze brought the three deities 

together. 
Now if the great group of the deities that personify the 

lights of heaven, Selene, Eos and Helios, is to be placed as has 
been suggested near to the north-east corner, they will be con- 

tiguous to the deities in Hand I. If these latter are the Dioscuri 
we can give reasons why they should be in this vicinity. There 
seems little doubt, as Welcker has pointed out, that the character 
of the Dioscuri was originally not heroic but divine; and 

although Homer knows of them only as mortal yet their worship 
at Sparta goes back to the aniconic age; in the myths and 
beliefs that attach to them they appear as half disguised celestial 
powers of the light. The greater number of vase-paintings 
present them indeed simply as heroes; but neither in art nor 
in literature does their divine nature entirely pass from view, 
and it emerges clearly again, perhaps through the growing 
strength of hero-worship, in the fourth century and survives 
the fall of Greece. On several of the latter vases they appear 
associated with beings of light and darkness; and the theory 
that if the Dioscuri were on the Pergamene frieze they were 
near the group of Helios and his kindred, could be well illustrated 
by the inscription found on a block from Ancyra, probably the 
base of two statues of the twins in which the Dioscuri are ad- 
dressed as ol cr-6aot •eol 

of Zez~ "HXtso ~dpawtrv.1 The theory 
can only be put forward as a perhaps plausible hypothesis; but 
at present much of the arrangement and most of the interpretation 
is nothing more than hypothetical. 

The right side of the frieze shows us the fragments of a figure 
armed with a club and clothed with a lion's fell, striding forward 
towards the last-mentioned giant, and looking back as upon 
some enemy against whom he is raising his club. It has been 
but is probably no longer maintained that this is Heracles; the 
action does not suit such an interpretation, since the fragments 
seem to speak of a combatant who is defending himself while 
still retreating. 

We may say with certainty that this is a giant, whose costume 
is arranged so as to remind us of Heracles, just as on a vase 
published by Millin 2 the fallen giant has a wild beast's fell drawn 

I Corp. Ins. Graec. 4042. 2 Galerie Mythologique, 2, cxx. 
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over his head in something of the same way as it appears on 
the head of the Pergamene giant in question. Against what 
god or goddess is he advancing? Different answers might no 
doubt be given: a combination that is suitable enough and has 
been suggested by Signor Freres is that which would place him 
opposite to the spear-bearing god who is set up in the rotunda 
of the Museum. But this conjecture is all the more uncertain, 
as it is not proved that the combatant who bears the spear is a 
god; his massive flesh and his violent stride suggest that he 
may be a giant, and it seems certain that however we are 
to name him, he was advancing before the mule of Selene, 
since a fragment of a hoof1 is seen on the right close to his 
right arm; and it is stated that evidence of the same fact is 
given by a fragment not long discovered of the head of the 
mule with the guiding hand of Selene near it. 2 Other fragments 
belonging, or probably belonging, to the group of Helios have 
been found, the most important being a serpent's head which 
was fastening upon his right arm that held the torch. But 
nothing has as yet been discovered to prove the place of the 
group, which we might more naturally assign to the east than 
to the north side, as tradition speaks of the battle beginning at 
sunrise. 

NOTE.-Since the above was written, a discovery has been 
made at Berlin which is of the utmost importance in the 
reconstruction of the frieze-work of the altar, but which at 
present has led to little more than a destruction of a former theory 
hitherto undisputed. It was officially stated that the group of 
Hekate occupied the south-east corner, and at the corresponding 
corner of the south-west Cybele and her nymphs with a crowd 
of maritime divinities were to be placed in such an order that 
Cybele appeared at the extreme left of the south side, and 
Triton and Nereus a little removed from her on the right. 
Certain gaps in the sequence of the slabs and the lack of any 
mythological propriety were made of little account in this 
arrangement of the figures. At the same time it was given out 

1I had wrongly conjectured that this 
belonged to the horse of Eos. 

2 There is a fragment, of very fine 
workmanship, of a goddess who is car- 

rying a torch, of which the traces 
appear on her breast, and who will 
belong to the company of Helios or 
Hekate. 
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that the staircase leading up to the interior of the great -altar 
was on the south side; and it was supposed that the breadth of 
the steps was about a third of the whole front. Now a small 

fragment has been found which belongs to the sea-centaur or 
Triton (fig. X in the Beschreibung der pergamenischen Bild- 
werke) and which proves conclusively that Triton as well as 

Cybele was placed on the right of a corner. But the slabs from 
Triton onwards towards the right form an uninterrupted series 
of reliefs which covered both the left wing of the side broken 
by the staircase, and the left wall of the staircase itself on 
which the length of the frieze figures diminishes as the steps 
rise. Now as Cybele is not among those figures, and she like 
Triton is on the right of a corner, it follows that, wherever else on 
the frieze she is to be placed, she is far removed from the neigh- 
bourhood of the sea-divinities. But more than this follows from 
the new discovery: we already knew the figure that stood at the 

right corner of the left wing of this broken front, the figufre of 

Amphitrite (slab V), and as the figure of Triton is now found 
to be at the left corner of this same wing we have now an exact 
measurement of the length of this wing, and as the girth of the 

square altar has already been almost exactly fixed, we can esti- 
mate now the breadth of the staircase, which is considerably 
broader than was believed. The wing on its right must have 
been of the same length as the left; and as regards the figures 
upon it one thing is almost certain-that the figure at the ex- 
treme left of this right wing was Bacchus; but are we able to 

place in his vicinity, as the theory before maintained would 
place, the numerous goddesses in the following of Hekate ? It 
is a question of measurement which to be precise must be made 
on the spot. But a very rough calculation of the slabs will 
show that when we have made room for the antagonist of 
Dionysos, we shall have exceeded the limited space of this 
wing if we join to this group the goddesses in A and B. The 
deities therefore of the lower world have no connection with 
Dionysos on the frieze. But the question with whom he is to 
be grouped is nevertheless not quite an open question, for until 
it can be shown that the Pergamene sculptors in grouping the 
deities abandoned the long-established principle of mythological 
or religious affinity, and as long as the various sets of slabs 
where the ,equence is certain display this principle clearly, we 
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are obliged to follow it in sulggesting a restoration, and we may 
even hold it to be a securer criterion than is the place where 
the fragments were actually found. Now we can fall back on 
the only alternative suggestion that he should be placed with 
Cybele, in such a way that while lie is at the left extremity of 
this wing the latter, who we know to be on a corner-slab, shall 
be round the adjoining corner. 

X Ul U 2 
Dionysos Nymphs 

with of 
Satyrs. Cybele. 

This is indeed impossible, if the cortege of nymphs on the 
left of Cybele is as long as it appears to be on the sequence 
of slabs (T to U 3) assumed by the official Beschreibung (1883, 
page 18). But this sequence admits of no proof and is not 
now defended. 

If the figures under T and TU are brought round the corner 
and set on the right of Cybele (for they seem to belong to her 
following), then there is room on the wing for Dionysos and his 
missing opponent and the goddess with the lion and the fallen 
giant (UI and U3). We know that her figure was placed at the 
left of a corner, and according to the present arrangement she 
is at the right extremity of this right wing; and now if we 
allow for a slab on which her antagonist was placed, this 
sequence of figures will fill a length of frieze-work almost the 
same as the given length of the left wing, and certainly not 
exceeding it. Dionysos will be assisted in the combat by the 
lions of the great goddess, the cognate character of the two 
deities will be marked as it is marked on a terra-cotta relief 1 
on which the forms of Maenads are placed round the throne 
of Cybele, and this part of the frieze will show the influence 
and some of the forms of oriental Greek worship. 

L. R. FARNELL. 

1 Furtwainglcr, Sabouroff Coll. v. cxxxvii. 
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